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Are you losing the fight against clutter at your own home? Are you stuck in a never-ending cycle of

clutter, disorganization, and more clutter? Do you find yourself losing hope at the state of your own

home? Do you feel uncomfortable, ashamed or even feel that you hate your home? Do you want to

retake control of your home? Do you want it to be a place where you can feel at peace, relaxed and

be yourself? Do you want to show off your home to guests and loved ones? Do you want to remove

clutter? Do you want positive energies? Do you want your home to become the inspiration in your

life? Organizing your home is one of the best choices that you can make. It will allow you to have

the home of your dreams while accomplishing the task of removing clutter and achieving

organization in your home; plus knowing other important information about home organizing. This

book will share with you different lifehacks and steps that are all meant towards helping you have

the home of your dreams. Inside you will learn about:  Principles for decluttering Lifehacks for every

major room of the home Lifehacks for the office Lifehacks for other spaces The 5 day plan Hidden

clutter DIY declutter projects House rules for all ages Declutter list of 7 Lifehacks for interior

designing The art of Feng Shui  Once you have learned the lifehacks on this book, you will never

look at home organizing the same way again. When you realize the easy and creative ways that can

help you remove clutter and organizes space, you will be sure to put them into practice. Donâ€™t

wait another minute! The sooner you learn these lifehacks, steps, and tips, the sooner you can start

with the 5-day plan and do more activities on home organizing. Donâ€™t delay. Download this book

now.
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This book is fantastic! With little ones running around it can be hard to keep track of everything and

things are constantly piled up in cupboards or thrown under beds. This book is full of great tips

about how to organise your home, from top to bottom. I Love the section of "Life Hacks", so

clever!Ive noticed such a difference after incorporating these tips into my routine, a must read for

any parent!

I'm torn between categorizing this book as brief or straight to the point. It reads like a checklist of

what to do versus a mentality or methodology of keeping houses de cluttered. I read through this in

about 10 minutes which was nice but revealed nothing much than a checklist with a few life hacks

along the way. Most of the checklist items are common sense. What I was really hoping to find in

here was the motivation to do said checklist items. Perhaps it was misplaced with the rest of my

clutter.

This is basically a short summary of all the typical home organizing tips and "tricks". Nothing new

here that cannot be found in books that have already been published or available for free on blogs

dedicated to the subject. At least it's short.

My home was a complete mess before reading this book! I honestly just had no idea where to begin,

as everything just looked like a complete mess. But this book broke things up into easier tasks to

accomplish. I highly recommend for anyone who is looking to organize their home in a quick and

convenient way.

I was struggling to have a home of my dreams and had been trying to make it look beautiful by

decorating it. Surprisingly, I had never given a deeper thought to understand how decluttering helps



to organize things in life. Had just kept dumping unused items into a box preserved them for future

use which accumulated a lot of unseen clutter at home!The life hacks mentioned here and the 5 day

plan were very helpful during the cleaning process and I realized why it is good to dispose all those

things that we don't use. I really loved the ideas! It has everything I needed to know to help me

organize my home and life!

I am looking for a book that can guide me on how I can organize our home properly and I am glad I

found this book. This book will provide us the simple ways on how we can easily organize our home

in five days. Every chapter of the book was well written and detailed. This book explains to me the

benefits of a clutter-free space in my mind, body, and spirit. I also learned here the 3 main

ingredients for every declutterring endeavor which are organizing, storing, and disposing. This book

will give us the 3 decluttering principles and it will guide us in every step along the way. I learned a

lot. Good job! Exceptional book!

This book just gives me an idea that cleaning may be a lot of fun. It may be a little time consuming

but the end results will make your effort worth it. Nothing beats a clean and orderly surrounding in

your house which is pleasant to look at. Different ways to do the cleaning and hacking, depending

on your budget, you have a lot to choose from. Iâ€™ve learned a lot from reading this book and

would like to recommend this to everyone.

I frequently move house and have accumulated all kinds of junk over the years. This book is full of

very creative ideas on creating more space and ways in which have helped me decide what to keep

and what to throw away. I also have 2 small children and there are plenty of tip in this book to help

make the most of the little space I have not to mention some brilliant ways to actually PREVENT

you from hoarding stuff. Great read full of great tips!!
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